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If you’re an audience member or movie critic, you sit in a dark cinema and pray for a fascinating tale 
expertly told. If you are a producer, director, screenwriter or performer, you pray for a well-received 
and financially successful film. On June 12, 1968, prayers were answered. Rosemary’s Baby hit 
American theaters. This book is a definitive illustrated history commemorating the 50th anniversary 
of this landmark picture, from director and casting choices to the kudos and condemnation it received 
upon its release. Along the way, Polanski fell seriously behind schedule and was almost fired, Mia 
Farrow faced an ultimatum—career or marriage—from husband Frank Sinatra, and John Cassavetes 
nearly came to blows with his genius director. In addition to Munn’s comprehensive text, the book is 
a showcase for veteran special set photographer and movie still pioneer Bob Willoughby’s work, with 
many of his behind-the-scenes images presented here for the first time. His rare talent for capturing 
actors being themselves is an art form in its own right.

For 50 years, we’ve been praying for Rosemary’s Baby.



It began with author Ira Levin, who was struck with the idea that “a fetus could be an effective horror if the 
reader knew it was growing into something malignly different from the baby expected.” He set his story 
in present day Manhattan, with the mother-to-be a young woman who had just moved into a mysterious 
apartment building with her husband, and he had the baby’s father just happen to be the devil incarnate. 
And with that, Rosemary’s Baby was born. For the bulk of 1967, the novel rested comfortably in the top ten 
of The New York Times bestseller list. By August 1967, cameras were ready to roll on the movie version...

JAMES MUNN is a freelance writer and former editor at Architectural Digest. During his decade at the 
magazine, he produced the “Hollywood at Home” special issues and edited two books by editor in chief 
Paige Rense, Hollywood at Home and Private Views. James lives in Los Angeles.



Reel Art Press R|A|P stands for exceptional style and a unique curatorial eye. It stands for luxury and 
class, the highest production values, and a sensitivity to an eclectic selection of subject matter and material. 
It stands for rare, unpublished and unusual work including subjects with mass appeal and limited editions 
with unlimited potential. The company has made headlines around the world with its previous releases, 
which include: Frankenstein: The First 200 Years, LGBT: San Francsico, Neal Preston: Exhilarated and 
Exhausted, Sory Sanlé: Volta Photo, Total Excess: Photographs by Michael Zagaris, and Billy Name: The 
Silver Age.  
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Praise for Reel Art Press

“Reel Art Press is a publishing cult.” Esquire

Frankenstein: The First 200 Years

“Demonstrates just how thoroughly the creature has saturated popular culture.” NY Times

Lgbt: San Francisco

“A captivating tome of photographs.” Paper
 

Neal Preston: Exhilarated and Exhausted

“A backstage pass to history.” CNN

Sory Sanlé: Volta Photo

“The studio where dreams came true.” The Guardian

Total Excess: Photographs by Michael Zagaris

“The unedited and unbelievable story of a man who lived his life unashamed.” Washington Post 

Billy Name: The Silver Age

“Billy’s book will go down in history as the best book about Warhol.” Gerard Malanga


